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INSTABILITIES IN ELECTRIC FIELDS OF NEMATIC LIQUID CRYSTALS
WITH POSITIVE DIELECTRIC ANISOTROPY:
DOMAINS, LOOP DOMAINS AND REORIENTATION

Received 20 Xlarch 1972
tnstahilitics in electric fields nrc reprtcd for p,p’di-n-buts1
azosybenzene
(DiBABf, 3 new room temperature
nematic with 3 positive dielectric anisotropy. The threshold voltage is found to be timust inde~)~~dent of the
freqtlenc)’ up xc 100 kHz. f-towevcr, unlike in ricmarics with n@;ative diclectrlc
anisntropy usu~liy no normal
domains
xc observed. The Instnbiiities take the fotm of ;1 rcoricntation,
while loop domains are observed as n
transiirnt effect, Thcsc loop domains indicate that the instability is not ~.‘v.rel~ dielectric in origin.

If a thin layer of a nemalic liquid crysial in the
pIanar texture is subjected to a de or ac eiectric field,
instability
occurs above a threshold voirage. Attention
has been given mainly to nematics \vith negative dielectric anisotropy
(LX =E,/ - Ed < 0) where the ivellknown celMar flow patterns ~~~~llian~s domains) are
observed [l-4].
In this letter we give results for a
new room temperature
nematic liquid crystal with
positive dielectric anisotropy.
In dc fields a net injection of charge carriers into an
isotropic dielectric liquid leads to space charges. As in
the classical IXnard problem these space charges lead
to celluiar flow [_‘I. This mechanism is also present in
the nematic phase, This espianation
is consistent
with
the observation
that in dc fields the cellular flovsl
persists in the isotropic phase 161. As injection disappears above 3 few Hz the instabilities
in ac fields
cannot be explained in this way. In a nematic, however:
space charges can 31s~ arise due to the anisotropic
conductivity
(a,, > gI) [7] . For nematics with
4e < 0 this is clearly the relevant mechanism
for the
flow in 3c tields, in agreement with the observation

orie~tat~orl (as given by the director tr j 3re considered
for a11 infinite nernatic. n is supposed to vary in the S
direction only (SZC fig. 1a). The original direcrion is
thought to be stabilized by ;I magnetic field H The
threshold field for static distortions
is given by:

r is the dielectric relaxation time given by EI~XU,k33
is the elastic constant for bend, 0, is a parameter
depending on the dielectric constant, the ~~~ndLl~ti~ity
and on viscosity coefficients,
and therefore characteristic of the particular nematic compound.
In all
practical csses 0, is positive and of the order of 1.
For 4~ < 0 eq. (1) is only valid for frequencies up
to 7- I: the “conduction” regime f4, IO]. In this
region the space char~t?s oscillate with the frequency
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that no ceflular flow is found in the isotropic phase
(41.

Helfrich has made
torques on a nematic
which have recently
In this theory spatial

detailed calculations
[S] of the
liquid crystal in an electric field,
been extended to ac fields [9].
variations of the molecular

(at
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Fig. 1. (a) Carr-Helfricll-type

ricks-type

instability: n = n(x); (b) Freed&
instability: R = U(Z).
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while the molecular distortions
are static. Abuve the
underlying
4xiticnl frequency 7 -1 the a-irproximations
i
eq. (_I) break down. WC enter the “dielectric”
regime
in which the space charges become static and the molecular distortions
oscillate. For Ae > 0, on the other
ha& the denominator
in eq. f 1) is always positive:
the conduction regime estends to high frequencies.
Instead of an electrohydrodynamic
instability,
one
could
expect for a nematic with positive Ae dielectric
alignment of the molecules parnllcl to the field. Then
n is supposed to depend only on the 2 direction
1b). Analogous to Saupe’s work [ 1 I ] one finds:
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is agtiin stabiIiZed by 3
constant
for splay. One nligtlt wonder whether the theorcticai
distinction
between ice and fyi is real; 3 full t\vodimensional
theory (n dependent
on X and 2) would
probably give only one thrcsl~olcl depending on both
k, 1 and kaj3.
Blcasurements
on compounds
with positive A.E have
been reported only for p?p’-di-lz-tlepty!o>ry
azobcnzzne
[ 131 which might not be a typical example because
of thr: very small va!uc of Lie (e 0.03). Recently
~).p’*di-~J-;~~~yIsubstituted
azo- and az~xybenzen&
hsvc been synthctizcd
by YXI dcr Vcen et al. [ 131 . In
our cspcriments
we used p,p’-di-lr-butyl
azosybenzene
(D1 MB):
where the i&in!
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N i E, nnd kl J is the elastic

which has I nematic range from 14” to 3S “C. Furthermore f,! = 4.2 and e, = 4.0. Similar results 2s for
DIBAB were found for some p,p’-di-lr-alkyl
azobenzenes that have & = 0.4.
DC and ac electric fields were applied to DIDAB in
the usual planar configuration
with the molecules
aligned pamHe to the rubbed walls. No normai
domains are observed in contrast with compounds
xGi?thbe < 0, but :tt J-6 volt a reorierlt~tio~l is found.
The molecules switch from their original Oiientation
to a situation more pnrallel to the field. This can be
.,-._.,-.-._
.,,,

.-\

Fig. 3. Loop domains on increa&tp the voltage

(SO HZ) in

the dopzd DIBAB

sa~?pIc (magnification

= 80X).
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concluded from the change in capacitance
of the
sample [ l4] . When passing the threshold a colour
change is observed between crossed polarizers. Furthermore,

domains

are generally

seen as a transient

effect:

loop domains [ 151 (only for increasing voltage). In
order to obtain accurate tlzreshold values the sample
was placed between crossed polarizers in a parallel
light beam from a I-k-Ne laser. By recording the
transmitted
light as a function of the s!owly increasing
voltage over the sample. the threshold voltage could
be determined
within 0-2 volt. The results are given in
fi<T
o. 3 up to a frecluency of 100 ‘KHZ. The threshold
voltage w;1s found to be independent
of the thickness
of the nematic layer, in agreement with both eqs. ( 1)
and (2).
The experiments
were repeated with a DIBXB
sample with a conductivity
increased lo-fold (obtained
by doping). At higher frequencies the threshold is
again constant (tig. 2). However, now there is a drop
in the threshold voltage below ZOO Hz. In this lowfrequency region normal stable domrtins are observed
between 4.5 and 5.5 volt. When the voltage is further
increased these domains change into loop dornuins (of
the wxe form as observed at the threshold at !ligher
frequencies)
and disappear (see fig. 3). This low-
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in the bulk oi the nematic for domains (a)
the voltage (b). The asterisks indicate bright
lines, the broad dark lines are shaded.

Fig. 4. Orientation
and on increasing
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frequency region seems rather similar to the results of
Gruler and hleier [I’_] .
The occurrence of loop domains IS a transient
effect at all frequencies indicates that the origin of the
instability
is not purely dielectric. Hence eq. (I) secrns
to bc Inore relevant than eq. C.3). Moreover the decreax
in threshold in the low-freqwncy
region for the
doped salnple is one of the predicted possibilities
with
eq. (1) [9] The constancy
of L,Lof the purr samp!e
is somewhat surprising as this means that ile = OII.
hloreover~ it is not clear why the doped sample has a
somewhat higher threshold, ilS the high-frcqucnc>
limit ofeq. (1‘) is independent
of the conductivity.
Probably a full two-dimensional
tllcory would clarify
these points.
The exact nature of’thc loop domains can be
established by starting with a doped s:~n~plc with
stable Williams domains at, e.g.. 5 volt, 50 Hz (crossed
polarizers). The spatial distribution
of R in the bulk
of the slab is given in fig. 4a accordins to l’cnz [3].
We t‘ocus on the bright lines (,rcal inl:ges) belmcv the
nernntic lager. Wlen the voltage is gradually increased
the bri+t lines broaden to bright areas (the focal
length increases’) with dark lines in betwen.
The
nlovement of dust particles indicates that there is still
hydrodyndrnic
flow. At a later stage the dark lines
ciosc 311d for111 loops (fig. _
7). The cellular flow gradunlly disappears and it is also not necessary to focus below
the slab in order to SW the loops. On focussing above
the slab we notice that the upper series of bright lines
is still present right in the middle of the dark iines
(fig. 3). The approximate
change in orientation
of iz
is given in fig. iFb. The loops are regions where li is still
parallel to the walls in surroundings
that have started
to line up with the esternsi field. The original focussing power that leads to the upper set of bright lines is
still present.
In conclusion,
we emphasize that the instabilities
in
DIBAB are not purely dielectric in origin, but arc
associated with hydrodynamic
tlow, just as for
nematics with negative 4e. The difference betwxn
the
two cases comes in abol!e the threshold, where the
flow disappears in the case 4~ > 0 and becomes
stronger (turbulence)
for nematics with 4~ < 0. ‘This
difference cannot be explained by the esisting
theories that derive stability conditions
only. A discussion is necessary of the situation above the threshold of instability,
which will be given elsewhere
[ 161 .
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Ffnally we mention that at high voltages (a 100
volt tms) some other periodic patterns are often
observed in the samples. Simi!ar effe’cts are found in
homeotropic samples of DII3AB. However, the
reproducibility and interpretation of these highvoltage instabilities is difficult. The results will be
repurted at ;1later date,
The authors wish to express their gratitude to Dr.
J. vm der Veen for the synrbesize of DIBAB and to
Ir. J.H.J. iorteye for electronic assisrance. Furthermore they acknow!edge valuabIe comnents on the
manuscript
by Drs. J.P. HurwIt, A.K. Niessen and
W.J.A. Goossens.
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